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In Person Performances
7pm October 8, 9, 15 & 16
2pm October 10 & 17
Streaming Performances
On Demand any time October 22-24

In Person Performances
7pm September 10, 11, 17, & 18
2pm September 12 & 19
Streaming Performances
On Demand any time September 24-27

In Person Performances
7pm January 14, 15, 21, 22, 28, & 29
2pm January 16, 23, & 30

(Broadway Musical Revue)
In Person Performances
7pm November 12-13,
2pm November 13 & 14

In Person Performances
7pm February 11, 12, 19, & 20
2pm February 13 & 21

In Person and Streaming Performance Dates Available Online.
www.GettysburgCommunityTheatre.org
Volunteer, Educational, and Performance Opportunities Year-Round for ALL ages and abilities!
Located at 49 York Street within the ﬁrst block of Lincoln Square in downtown Gettysburg, PA
717-334-2692
Follow us on Facebook & Instagram!
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Letter from the Managing Editor:
If you are reading this, you have lived through some things that we have
never experienced. You have witnessed change that has set a precedent for
change and an expectation for the unexpected. You have lived through a
pandemic that has altered everything we considered normal from the way
we work, how our children learn in school to the way we shop for groceries.
The equilibrium in the earth has been altered so that we have no choice but
to recognize the fragility of our strength.
Personally, the lessons I have learned in the past 18 months are plentiful
and powerful. They have initiated a paradigm shift in the way I express my
gratitude and appreciation for every single moment. These lessons have
altered the way I first love myself and out of my overflow love others. From
Monica Baker
the tragedies and abnormalities, I realize more than ever before that I cannot wait for dis-ease to cease to be happy and at peace. In the midst of chaos I must be the calm. I
must intentionally and deliberately be the light that eradicates darkness or at least be the spark that
that ignites the flame that creates the light.
In 2020, a year we anticipated would be full of hope, we all experienced the loss of family and
friends at an exponential rate too great to comprehend. However, contrary to what we could have
ever imagined, we have endured and proven that we are more than resilient and ever evolving into
more refined versions of ourselves. In some form or fashion we have all been called to step up to
the frontline and perform efficiently while it seems everything is crumbling around us and we have
prevailed! We have been challenged to accept, diversify, include, and develop tolerance for others
no matter their race, gender identity, or political persuasion and we are changing. Everything is
changing.
ShowcaseNow Magazine did not escape 2020 unscathed. We also experienced the devastating
and overwhelming loss of our friend, our mentor, our Editor in Chief, Georg Sheets. He is missed
and as he requested we are moving forward with the magazine on a mission to be a voice for those
who go, see and do. I have been passed the proverbial baton and accepted the mantle to produce a
quality and informative publication. I look forward to enhancing our platform and flourishing in the
creativity that has bloomed in the midst of calamity.
Monica Baker is a writer, poet and wordsmith with over 30 years of professional experience. In addition to writing, she is also a writing coach/instructor for the Life Coach School of Arkansas. She is a
welcomed addition to our Editorial team.

Phantom Butterflies, the highly anticipated collection of poetry
and prose, showcasing Monica Baker writings from childhood to
adulthood. These pages speak from the mouth of a preconscious
child and from the heart, soul, and mind of a prolific adult writer.
The talented wordsmith allows the Phantom butterfly to land on the
petals of love, social injustice, and philosophical thought-provoking
matters. Pre-order today at: showcasenowmagazine@gmail.com

Word from the Publisher:
Managing the Arts, Dance, Music, Theater--and Business in General
Advertising can be so expensive, and perhaps that is why so many nonprofit groups are still expecting free promotion of their events.
However, I outlined in this column last time just how important it is for every nonprofit group to have a budget for advertising just as
they do for sets, music, and other expenses. With advertising you can target the correct audience and do it so that there is time to sell tickets
and build a crowd. We find at ShowcaseNow that several weeks ahead is not too early to build an audience. Our magazine is known for its
“shelf life” and that is certainly one secret behind how we can help you build your audience over time--slowly, but surely!
The big and medium sized advertisers know also that with this multi-media magazine, for example, they can reach painters, dancers,
actors and musicians, staff people of nonprofits and profits as well as audiences they don’t reach in other journals or publications. We have
become a society of specialists and it is only specialist publications like ShowcaseNow which reaches a certain audience of readers who are
truly tuned into the arts, culture, heritage, tourism and literacy. Literacy is a key word here since it takes a literate person to want to read
Kelly Summerford
and to read often. These people know if they can’t locate one hard copy, it’s available online, for example, and in the case of our publication,
they use the internet frequently, although they demand and expect their hard copy!
These people not only buy and rent products they need, or what they want, they usually have disposable cash since it is so expensive to propagate these “arts” and
to buy gas, automobiles, and other necessities to propel their passions into the future, to make them grow!
One way that these groups can generate money they can use for advertising, promoting and marketing, for instance, can come from a board member, a “friend,”
or a philanthropist interested in their “cause.” With the banner page system we have devised a way in which an organization can do two duties at once. With the
banner ad which runs 2 inches by 10 inches at the bottom of the page the business can run its name, logo and perhaps a sale item while the rest of the page can be
devoted to their favorite group. On the “ad” that runs across the bottom they can carry their good will and let the communities they serve know about their support.
Of course, timing is important. You cannot expect an ad carried once in a magazine for instance, to produce instant results. But, the image will remain in the minds
of the readers! The next time they see it they might be ready to buy.
This brings up the billboards that carry just the image of a beverage can with no print. Everyone who sees this ad knows, for instance, it’s a Pepsi Cola can and the
suggestion to have a nice can of cold, refreshing Pepsi is fixed in the mind of the viewer. It is no secret why big corporations spend a million dollars or more for an
ad during the airing of the SuperBowl and not make mention of the product they are serving--or do it in a way that is creative, subtle and inventive.
Above all a suggestion that a theater, for instance, is having a show, might lead to a call, text or media message with a result of selling three or four tickets, or
restaurant meals or ballet seats. By getting their name across, these companies, large and small, know they are promoting, educating and suggesting! They have met
the mission they have set for themselves.
In the case of a ShowcaseNow banner ad page,they have shown they give back, return to the community some of the good will and the money they have generated in this local vicinity.
At ShowcaseNow, we are flexible and have the experience to help you in marketing and promotion of your dreams. We are experienced in the arts, in business and
in promotion. What could be better than success for all?
Publisher,
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Bill Maher coming to Hershey
Theatre November 14
Bill Maher, comedian, actor, political commentator, and television
host of HBO’s political talk show Real Time late-night. Bill Maher
will be performing live at Hershey Theatre in Hershey PA on
Sunday November 14.
For more information contact: www.Hersheyentertainment.com
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Joanne Wilmore

Recently I had the opportunity to
speak with several people who stayed
at Grace Manor Bed and Breakfast in
York PA, either for a romantic weekend,
a business trip or just needing respites
from their day-to-day life. Each one of
them described Grace Manor with many
of the same words like; beautiful, fantastic, clean, well decorated, spacious
suites … all the words that an owner of a
hospitality establishment would want to
hear. I knew I had to speak with Joanne
Wilmore the owner of this, well known,
black owned Bed and Breakfast, located
in the historic Central business district

Grace Manor Bed and Breakfast
of York Pennsylvania. The first thing I
asked her was how she came up with
the name Grace, since her first name
was Joanne. She told me “Grace was the
name of my grandmother and I wanted
to honor her” she continues “ and the
Victorian picture of the woman used in
my advertisement is my Great grandmother. It was as though she wanted to
channel their love and spirit forward into
her business. I then told her that everyone raved about their breakfast will you
tell me why your breakfast is so special?
She paused and I can hear a chuckle in
her voice as she said “I love to cook and I
serve a three course southern influenced
breakfast, I want my guest to enjoy the
food as well as the overall experience
of breakfast at Grace Manor” As she list
some of the foods she prepares, I actually
got hungry listening. I don’t want to give
her secret menus away, but it definitely
has that southern influence.
I then asked why she started a Bed and
Breakfast and Joanne said she always
had a flare for hospitality, and that her
friends often refer her as the hostess with
the mostess. Starting a bed and breakfast
seem like a perfect business match for
Joanne. She said it took about 20 years
to actually make the decision to become
a business owner. Like most African

Americans she was hesitant about starting her own business for fear of not being
successful. Grace Manor is celebrating
its 10th year anniversary this year and
is slowly rebounding from the covid-19
pandemic that hurts so many in the hospitality industry.
Grace Manor has been featured in The
Washington Post, considered the best
B&B in York County according to several
magazines and the only Black owned
and operated B&B in South Central
Pennsylvania. It’s hard to believe that
there are only five Black owned bed and
Breakfasts in Pennsylvania. Considering
Blacks were the cornerstone of Bed and
Breakfasts, specifically during the Jim
Crow era when traveling Blacks were not
allowed to stay in White owned hotels.
Black families would offer a room in their
homes for entertainers and travelers to
stay. They would also provide them with
breakfast and additional meals, because
Blacks were not allowed to eat in White
restaurants.
I asked Joanne one final question, how
do you manage to stay at the top of your
industry, and she simply said “love, I
love what I do”
When you are visiting York Pa for
business or pleasure consider staying
at Grace Manor bed and breakfast. You

can count on great hospitality and a
super amazing breakfast and at night in
your spacious suite, turn off the lights,
snuggle under that beautiful comforter,
know that you are being covered by love.
Because the woman who created this
peaceful space poured into her business
all the human elements to make your
stay at Grace Manor truly a wonderful
experience.
For more information about Grace
Manor Bed and Breakfast: 717-542-0787
www.gracemanorbandb.com

Everyone is meeting at the Monument.
The First African American monument consisting of 4 life-size bronze
statues (T. Morris Chester, Jacob Compton, William Howard Day and
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper) surrounding the pedestal on Pennsylvania
State Capitol ground is completed. Hundreds of people have traveled to
visit this site. The site is also the place of the Toni Morrison Bench which
was installed opposite the bronze figures by the Toni Morrison Society
project Bench By The Road. The bench was dedicated in June. So tell your
family and friends to meet you at the monument.

Irvis Equality Circle, State Capitol South Lawn at
4th and Walnut Streets, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Kristel and Gabrielle from Brooklyn, NY

Danielle Tron from North Carolina

Evelyn, Rod and Mary from York
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Music for Everyone
Music and Art at the Crossroads.
BY LENWOOD O. SLOAN, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

The beautiful upright piano in my grandmother’s
parlor was the prize centerpiece of her living room.
True, Nana was the only family member who could
play it. But we took great pride in the polished instrument. Many a family photo session was organized
around it. Like an altar the piano top exhibited family
curios, trophies, and rare photographs.
Every Wednesday night immediately after dinner,
we reorganized the furniture in the parlor, removed
the artifacts on top, carefully folded the lovely fringed
piano cloth, and passed out weathered, but sturdy,
song sheets found in the piano bench.
You see, in her neighborhood, Nana’s lovely parlor
turned into the site of Wednesday Night Bible study.
That’s when the piano took on a new life and
purpose. That’s when my grandmother, Sister Katie
Thomas, demonstrated her instrumental and vocal
talents.
While my grandfather, Brother Lenwood Thomas
unfolded an evening of carefully selected prayers and
biblical and scriptural reflection, Nana accompanied
him with a stirring concert of the tunes of Wallis Willis,
Thomas Dorsey and Fannie Crosby, just to name a few.
They were quite a duo, believe me!
But my grandmother often did double duty on
many a Wednesday night. While saving souls through
her voice and spritely finger work, she was also
“called” to provide child care for me and my sibling
sisters, who were picture-perfect baby doll-like twins.
The adults gathered in a semi-circle around the living room piano for the evening fellowship to begin.
The three children were required to sit in the corner
where Nana could keep her eye on us.
I was given the daunting task of keeping the twins
occupied and, above all, quiet. I frequently got out the
switch. I learned that water colors, crayons, and coloring books kept them distracted.
Nana, however, was always suspicious of my child
care techniques. Especially when the colors wound up
on their dresses, shoes, and socks.
From the start, she admonished me that she’d whip
my tail if she found a single drop of color on the floor,
the dolled-up twins or, GOD FORBID, her precious
piano.
I hadn’t thought about that for a long time. So, my
heart jumped for joy when I turned the corner one
day in 2019 and discovered Lancaster’s Music for
Everyone, and their brilliant art pianos on the streets
of downtown Lancaster.
My Nana would be shocked to find out that the
uprights and spinet pianos in Lancaster have fled the
Victorian living rooms to take their position as painted
instruments in a free-for-all musical invitation, scattered across the City’s landscape of public art.
I waited with anticipation for both pianos and play-

ers early the next summer but, alas, both were gone.
No painted 88’s appeared during the 2020 pandemic
for safety reasons.
Standing in Musser Park where the piano was supposed to be, I remembered another song we sang in
three-part harmonies around Nana’s piano way back
then:
“ All things shall perish from under the sky....
music alone shall live never to die
And it came to pass, Halleluiah. In summer 2021, the
painted pianos were brought back on the streets again.
I’ve witnessed concerts of parents and children
banging out “Chopsticks”, a pair of young lovers playing four hand “Heart and Soul”, a grey-haired boomer
with serious energy laying down some Elton John
tune, and an octogenarian playing Duke Ellington’s
Sophisticated Lady with sheer elegance.
Even if it’s just some weird atonal sound mass that
a denizen is channeling, it always makes my spirit rise
to see folks sit at the keyboard with joy in their eyes to
just be making sound and music.
But the pianos are just one manifestation of the egalitarian impact of Music for Everyone on our quality of
life and pursuit of happiness in Lancaster.
To fill you in on their important history, let me share
this statement from Music for Everyone’s website:
Ten years ago, John Gerdy could no longer stand
by and watch the funding of music and arts programs
being slashed from school budgets nationwide. So, he
reacted locally. By establishing Music for Everyone –
an organization focused on bringing music programs
back to schools and the Lancaster community – John
mobilized a force that has invested more than $1
million to date into Lancaster County’s 16 school
districts and community arts groups through grants,
scholarships and program support.
I had the opportunity and the good fortune to meet
John Gerdy, director of Music for Everyone in January
and February, 2020 just before the pandemic shut
down the world.
I looked him up again this spring when the veil
of isolation was lifted to ask him about why the pianos were important. I will not try to paraphrase his
answer…….he said,
“Literally, tens of thousands of magical, musical
moments occur around those pianos each summer.....
ALL types of folks.... a testament to music as the
universal language and its potential to build community.... We’ve been doing Keys for over a decade. If
we’ve learned anything, it is that the power of musical
community engagement is enormous...but woefully
untapped.”
The 2021 roster of area visual artists whose art
adorns the pianos confirms John’s commitment to
diversity. They include:

Adam Serrano, Keisha Finnie, Kaya Hobbs,
Chomingo, Karl Bakey, The Fonk Shak Arts Collective,
Jaye Crist, Tonzola, Mu Kaw Saw, Andy Metz,
Kearasten Jordan
Gerdy says that, “This is the best line up and coalition of
visual artists to show our allegiance to diversity in culture,
style and aesthetic.”
“We are working hard as an organization to reflect
that diversity.; We’re making progress, but we still a
long ways to go”, he continued.
The 2021 pianos will be throughout the Lancaster
until October. Be sure to tell your constituents to seek
out a music and art installation, (which in this town is
never hard to find). Stretch out your fingers, sit a spell,
and let your spirit lead you where it will.
A few days ago, I listened to an elderly Asian
woman at the piano at the Bus terminal. She absolutely
charmed travelers and passersby alike with her rendition of Bach’s Air on a G String.
On my bus, I emailed John Gerdy one more time to
ask an essential question:
How can locals support Music for Everyone so the
organization can continue to expand the influence and
impact of Keys for the City?
John Gerdy was quick to reply
“If we could identify various local neighborhood associations or groups who could each take on the challenge of putting out one piano in their neighborhood, the musical magic
would spread even wider.”
So, here’s my call to action!
If you are a neighborhood thought leader or change
agent in Lancaster, contact Music For Everyone. They’re
willing to connect your team with people who want to
donate pianos (as long as your neighborhood association pays for moving piano, tuning it and organizes to
keep it safe).
Keys for the City organizers also provide technical assistance to encourage local management of
the public art instrument’s installation. They help
communities identify a neighborhood artist, select a
shared place, and seek input from the neighborhood’s
residents.
Let’s use this fall, winter and spring to encourage
neighborhood associations to organize local communities. If you are interested in donating directly to Music
for the City or Keys for the City visit their site at:
https://www.facebook.com/MFELancaster
https://www.johngerdy.com/mfe/

About Lenwood O. Sloan: Lenwood O. Sloan is a well-known artist, administrator, educator and producer. He has had a rich career on stage, television and in the movies and is a consultant to many organizations in
Pennsylvania, Louisiana and Ireland, as well as Philadelphia, New York and Pittsburgh. He served as Pennsylvania Film Commissioner and Director of Pennsylvania Cultural and Heritage Tourism. He is creator of living history teams
such as the Pennsylvania Past Players and headed Quest for Freedom programs that created “trails” marking innumerable historical places. He is a sought-after speaker, writer and producer while teaching “change agent” strategies to
audiences far and wide.
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Come Join us!
for our

Annual Atlantic City Trip

2021

October 3,4,5,6
$290 per person

INCLUDES:
Transportation to and from
Resorts Hotel and Casino
(3 nights, 4 days)

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and
returning Wednesday.

Casino Bonus - $35.00
Note: Rooms are based on
double occupancy.

Single Room Price $410.00

New... Free wifi in every room!

(3) $30.00 Food Vouchers
1 Show Ticket
(If available)

First 10 people reserving a seat
and payment will receive a gift.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL:
Jackie Stine - 717-526-9951
Kelly Summerford - 717-557-9434
Margaret Butts - 717-686-7078
Bus pick-up in Harrisburg

/

AVS Travel Club
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You can pay online by going to:
www.showcasenow.net
Click on the Atlantic City button,
then follow the directions.
To pay by mail send check or money
order to:ShowcaseNow
P.O. Box 2545
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Please Make Checks Payable to: ShowcasePA

SO MUCH TO SEE AND DO
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DAUPHIN COUNTY

JAZZ FESTIVAL SCHEDULE
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Gettysburg Theatre is Open for its 13th Season
BY CHAD-ALAN CARR
Gettysburg Community Theatre is a non-profit 501c3
organization located at 49 York Street in historic downtown Gettysburg, PA, reopened in April for in-person
public performances after being shuttered for a year
with nothing but “zoom shows”. Now in its 13th season, GCT continues to offer educational, performance,
and volunteer opportunities for all ages and abilities
year-round.
Tickets for in person and streaming performances can
be purchased at www.GettysburgCommunityTheatre.
org with tickets also on sale at the door if any seats are
available, but since GCT is a very small 80 seat theatre,
it is highly recommended that tickets be ordered in
advance online. Auditions and volunteer opportunities
can also be found online.

THE REMAINING PERFORMANCES OF THE 2021 GCT SEASON INCLUDES:
Steel Magnolias 7pm September 10, 11, 17, 18, 2pm
September 12 & 19 (live) and streaming performances
on demand any time September 24-27, The Musical
Comedy Murders of 1940 7pm October 8, 9, 15, 16, 2pm
October 10 & 17 (live) and streaming performances

on demand any time October 22-24, and All Together
Now! (A Global Event-Broadway Musical Revue) 7pm
November 12-15 at 7pm and 2pm November 13 & 14
(live)
All 2021 streaming performances are made possible
in part by the Adams County Arts Council Star Grant
that is funded in part by the Borough of Gettysburg,
Adams County Commissioners, and the Robert C.
Hoffman Trust held by the Adams County Community
Foundation.

More information and donation information can be
found online at www.GettysburgCommunityTheatre.org
GCT offers classes in musical theatre, acting, and
dance year-round to K-12 and adults, as well as auditions
year-round for 12 productions per season. Additionally,
GCT has an Improv Troupe, a Senior Citizen Theatre
Troupe, a Teen Club, and a Special Needs Theatre
Program. GCT’s 2022 Season will be posted on their
website and Facebook page soon.
GCT is also very excited to once again be part
of the GIVING SPREE produced by Adams County
Community Foundation. The annual fundraising event
for over 90 different non-profit organizations to have a
chance to earn matching funds on their donations will
be held on November 5th. Donors can give online, by
mail in form, or drop off in person that day. More information will be posted on the theatre website very soon.
GCT Mission Statement: To inspire creativity and
confidence, provide cultural enrichment, and instill a
love of the theatre arts in people of ALL ages and abilities through quality education and performance.

The Library and A Gathering at the Crossroads:
Igniting the torch of cultural history

A rendering of the rear exterior of the library. The pictured staircase
addition will connect the Haldeman Haly house with the existing McCormick Riverfront Library.

As the Civil War raged in an epic struggle to abolish
slavery – and realize America’s promise that all men
are created equal -- T. Morris Chester bent to the task of
recruiting soldiers for the United States Colored Troops.
The Harrisburg native went on to lead companies of
Black troops charged with helping defend Pennsylvania’s
capital should the Confederates breakthrough during
the Battle of Gettysburg. Later, Chester, whose family
operated a crucial stop in the Underground Railroad
from their restaurant, reported on the war and became
the first African American correspondent for a major
newspaper.
Today, Chester’s likeness stands in Harrisburg’s
Capitol Park alongside three other African Americans
whose efforts were crucial in defeating slavery: Jacob
T. Compton, William Howard Day, and Frances Ellen
Watkins Harper. They are part of the recently completed A Gathering at the Crossroads monument, which
also commemorates the Old Eighth Ward, a vibrant
Black neighborhood cleared after the Civil War to construct the Capitol.

But if the past is to be remembered and appreciated, it
needs a voice and advocate – and the Dauphin County
Library System is stepping forward to carry the torch.
As part of its mission to promote understanding and
explore cultural diversity, The Library has partnered
with the group behind the statues – the Commonwealth
Monument Project -- to offer ongoing programs and
events promoting this essential history.
Additionally, the “T. Morris Chester Welcome
Center” will occupy the central location of the planned
$3.5 million expansion of the McCormick Riverfront
Library. The project includes connecting the adjacent
5,458-square-foot residence of Sara Haldeman Haly,
whose bequest in 1896 seeded the Dauphin County
Library System.
“The Library’s core mission is to help everyone lead
their best lives through education and shared knowledge building,“ said Karen Cullings, The Library’s
executive director. “We are committed to reflecting the
backgrounds and culture of those in our community.’’
As part of the partnership, The Library plans to house
and display the historical materials and research that
informed the monument’s creation. The Library is collaborating with the Commonwealth Monument organizers on programs highlighting the Old Eighth Ward
and will serve as a home base for the Pennsylvania Past
Players, who embody the figures represented at the
monument in local appearances
The Library’s eight locations also have set up
“Knowledge Promotes Understanding” displays featuring books and information about social and racial
justice.
Cullings said the very title of the campaign supporting the expansion, “Your Place to Belong,’’ was chosen
to reflect The Library’s dedication to inclusion and
providing opportunities for many who are traditionally
under-represented.
The McCormick expansion will offer more than

2,000-square-feet for a family area that incorporates
Science, Technology, Reading, Engineering, Arts and
Math learning support, additional community meeting
space, added public computer resources, and more.
“The project is an acknowledgment and celebration
of a public library’s role as a community partner, second responder and public space.,’’ Cullings said. “The
brave abolitionists honored by the monument fought so
everyone, no matter the color of their skin or personal
circumstances, has an equal chance to follow and realize
their dreams.’’
The three others featured in the monument are:
• William Howard Day, instrumental in desegregating Pennsylvania’s public schools and a six-term member of the Harrisburg School Board of Managers.
• Jacob T. Compton, who escorted President-elect
Abraham Lincoln on his train to Washington, fought
as an infantry sergeant and then led Pennsylvania’s
famous Excelsior Band, performing at civil rights events
throughout the state.
• Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, who highlighted the
work of the Underground Railroad as a writer for antislavery newspapers and, following the war, advocated
for the rights of Black women and worked for the Equal
Rights Association.
Lenwood Sloan, executive director of the
Commonwealth Monument Project, said the partnership with The Library provides a larger platform to
engage in civic dialog and animating democracy.
“Having a home base for the free-floating elements of
our efforts gives credence and gravitas to each of them.
It provides an ongoing interpretation of the value and
importance of the monument,’’ Sloan said. “The Library
gives us a turnkey to explore the lives of the people
depicted with the monument.’’
To learn more about the McCormick Riverfront Library
expansion, please visit YourPlaceToBelong.org
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Colorism and Intraracial Discrimination
Among African Americans in the Workplace
BY REV. YVETTE DAVIS
I did this research to investigate how
colorism and intraracial discrimination
among African Americans operate in
the workplace. According to Reece
(2019), colorism is a process by which
people of color are awarded social and
other privileges based on the proximity
of their skin color and other physical
characteristics to white persons. Within
the African American community,
light-skinned persons with thin noses,
straighter hair, lighter eyes, etc. receive
more favorable, preferential treatment
than dark-skinned African Americans,
who may be more closely associated
with “blackness”. Unlike racism, colorism operate both interracially – white
persons or members of the dominant
culture versus persons of color; and intraracially – persons of color discriminating against other persons of color.
Intraracial discrimination or intraracial, color-based discrimination is a
form of intragroup privilege in which
persons from the same racial group
use skin color and other physical features that are considered stereotypically
white to create color caste hierarchies,
particularly in the workplace. This is
an extension of racial discrimination
and a product of racist culture in the
United States. Although both colorism and intraracial discrimination occur
among all racial groups of color across
the globe, this paper will focus on the

occurrences of these phenomena among
African Americans in the U.S. workforce.

My Rationale for Investigating
Colorism and Intraracial
Discrimination in the Workplace
Recently, a group of young, darkskinned African Americans who
advance social justice in different parts
of the state, led a videoconference workshop about how to use a demographics
software application. The participants
were white and African American volunteers. During the training, several
African American volunteers, who were
fair-skinned, harassed the facilitators,
questioning and “fact-checking” all the
information they shared. Knowing
these volunteers and their behavior, the
organization’s leadership realized that
these antagonistic participants never
treated white or other light-skinned
facilitators with such a lack of respect.
The team felt crushed. It was clear that
colorism and intraracial discrimination
occurred.
This organization does not currently
have a policy pertaining to behaviors
associated with colorism. In addition, I
realized that after more than 15 years of
participating in workplace diversity and
anti-racism training in various industry
sectors, neither colorism nor intraracial

discrimination were ever discussed. In
addition to amending discrimination
policies, I realized it is necessary to
investigate colorism and intraracial discrimination to not only ensure inclusiveness and a sense of belonging among all
staff and volunteers, but to minimize
possible liability to the organization by
including discussion of these concepts
while developing diversity initiatives.

Problems Associated with
Workplace Colorism and
Intraracial Discrimination
On July 2, 1964, President Lyndon
B. Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 (CRA) into law. The CRA
was created to eliminate segregation,
racial discrimination, and all acts of
unequal treatment in education, housing, and employment, as well as other
arenas. Title VII (Title VII) of the CRA,
amended in 1972 and 1991, prohibits all
discriminatory practices based on “race,
color, religion, national origin, religion,
sex, age, and disability”.
Although
Title VII explicitly includes “color” as a
protection, employers and many courts
interpret “color” and “race” as being
synonymous. When employee claims
charging color-based discrimination
and intraracial color-based discrimination were filed against their employers,
many companies were unaware of the

validity of such claims. Until Walker v.
Secretary of Treasury, IRS, a case charging intraracial, color-based discrimination between a light-skinned, African
American plaintiff and a dark-skinned
African American supervisor/defendant, no U.S. court interpreted color as
a specific protected class.
The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC), the government
agency created to enforce Title VII of
the CRA, continues to see an increase in
claims of discrimination based on color,
the majority of which are intraracial
among African Americans. Comprising
only 5% of all Title VII complaints, colorism complaints increased from 746 in
1997 to 3,415 in 2019 (Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, 2020). U.S.
defendant companies paid thousands in
settlements over the past 25 years as a
result of these complaints in addition to
the tense work environments created by
colorism and intraracial discrimination.
How do colorism and intraracial, color-based discrimination among African
Americans impact the workplace? Do
you feel there is a need for an emphasis on colorism and intraracial, colorbased discrimination among African
Americans and other People of Color
in workplace education and diversity
initiatives?

About Yvette Davis: Rev. Yvette B. Davis is currently Director of Training & Leadership Development for a statewide, faith-rooted, community organizing network. Rev. Davis is also a trainer, speaker, and lecturer.
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SO MUCH TO SEE AND DO

Authentic Sites Of Deep Meaning
And Reflection In The Susquehanna Valley
BY MATT JACKSON

Matthew Jackson is an inspiration for Witnessing York and an advisory board member. Edited by historians and multi-platform writers Jim McClure
and Dr. Jamie Kinsley, Witnessingyork.com maps and sheds light on significant, authenticated places and moments in York County’s history that
are fraught with deep meaning. Launched last October, WitnessingYork.com now features 50 essays accompanied by a digital map and mini-teacher’s
guides.
This is the first in a ShowcaseNow’s series of features on sites of deep significance, meaning and reflection in the lower Susquehanna Valley.
ShowcaseNow’s distribution is spread across nine counties in south-central Pennsylvania: Adams, Berks, Cumberland, Dauphin, Franklin, Lancaster,
Lebanon, Perry, and York Counties. These Susquehanna Valley counties in a Hallowed Valley have many authentic sites, many of them hidden in plain
sight, which hold deep, living memories of sacrifice, freedom, valor and tragedy that unlock teachable moments of understanding, inspiration, compassion and empathy.
So far, the lower Susquehanna has three official members of New York-based International Coalition of Sites of Conscience, founded in 1999. They are
Gettysburg’s Seminary Ridge Museum, York’s Goodridge Freedom Center and Underground Museum and Carlisle’s Native American Boarding School:
The International Coalition of Sites of Conscience is the only global network of historic sites, museums and memory initiatives that connects past
struggles to today’s movements for human rights. To learn more, see https://www.sitesofconscience.org/en/home/
We want to hear from you. What sites in your neck of the woods do you nominate for holding deep significance and meaning? Let us know at
showcasenowmagazine@gmail.com or jackmatt38@comcast.net

The Curious Case Of William Henry Johnson And President Abraham Lincoln
On November 18, 1863, President
Abraham Lincoln was not feeling well.
Our 16th president looked “sallow,
sunken-eyed, thin, [and] careworn.”
The long, jostling train journey
from Washington, D.C. to Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania didn’t help.
Our Civil War commander-in-chief
likely was falling ill from a deadly virus,
a form of smallpox.
With Lincoln on his trip to and from
Gettysburg was the hard-working
William Henry Johnson, the president’s
trusted African American valet and
multi-tasker.
They had history.
A freedman, Johnson worked for the
Lincolns in Springfield, Illinois. In 1861,
Johnson assumed the role of bodyguard
when he accompanied Lincoln on a tense
rail journey from Illinois to Washington,
D.C. On route, they stealthily changed
trains in Baltimore, where rumors of an
assassination attempt on the presidentelect reached a fever pitch. Lincoln was
even dressed in disguise.
Throughout his tenure working for
Lincoln, depending on the situation at
hand, the trusted Johnson served as the
president’s groomer, bodyguard, firekeeper, driver, bootblack, barber, butler,
valet, and errand runner.
On the morning of November 18, 1863,
Lincoln made sure his indispensable man
was with him.
Lincoln sent a note to the Department
of Treasury, where Johnson worked in
addition to the White House, that simply
said, “William goes with me.”
As they departed D.C., mortality and
uncertainty must have been on their
minds. Not only were they traveling to
the site of the bloodiest battle of the war,
which devastated and traumatized the
small town of Gettysburg, but Lincoln’s
son Tad was diagnosed with smallpox
that day. The virus’ epidemic was starting to spread throughout the capital, and
the outcome of the war still hung in the
balance.
Johnson was the only known person of color on the presidential train to
Gettysburg
From D.C., their Northern Central

Railway train rumbled to Baltimore, then
north over the Mason-Dixon Line to New
Freedom and Glen Rock before stopping
at Hanover Junction in Seven Valleys.
There, Lincoln, and his entourage, which
included Secretary of State William H.
Seward, “a bevy of reporters and politicians”, and staffers private secretary
John G. Nicolay and adviser John Hay,
boarded a Hanover Branch rail train.
That engine chugged nine miles to
Hanover, where Lincoln gave a brief
speech, then another 14 miles west to
the downtown Gettysburg train station.
From there, he walked a couple blocks
to attorney David Wills’ house, where he
stayed for the night.
But Lincoln still had work to do
that evening on his “few appropriate
remarks” in his upstairs room.
Johnson was right by his side, serving
as messenger when the president needed
services from their host.
Based on Johnson family oral history
and Wills’ recollections, some historians
surmise that Johnson, upstairs in the
Wills house, was the first person to see
and hear the final Gettysburg Address.
See Gabor Boritt’s The Gettysburg Gospel
(2006).
“Johnson was close by during the
time Lincoln was upstairs (in the Wills
House), undoubtedly taking care of the
many details involved in an overnight
presidential visit,” notes historian Martin
Johnson. “He almost certainly was one
of the very few who witnessed Lincoln
working on the speech that would proclaim a ‘new birth of freedom.’”
According to documentarian Ken
Burns’ famous The Civil War, Lincoln, in
his ten sentence, two-minute, 269-word
speech, “went on to embolden the Union
cause with some of the most stirring
words ever spoken.”
But Lincoln had no way of knowing
the speech’s deep impact in the immediate aftermath. In fact, said Civil War
historian Shelby Foote: “[Lincoln] felt
that he had failed, that it was a poor
speech, that the people didn’t like it. …
Lamon, his friend Ward Lamon, who was
sitting next to him on the stand when he
sat down. There was just a sprinkling

of applause. And he said, ‘Lamon, that
speech won’t scour.’ That’s what you say
about a plough in the prairies when the
mud doesn’t come off it.”
Over time, Lincoln’s speech proclaiming “a new birth of freedom” “of, by and
for the people”, became world famous.
Part Greek eulogy and part transcendental vision quest, his poetic prose became
heralded as a clear, strong articulation
of American national unity, devotion
to principles, universal freedom, and
democracy. Some call it our nation’s
second Declaration of Independence.
Long-time journalist Tom Brokaw calls
it “America’s gospel.” It also is known
as the most quoted speech in American
history.
But the crest-fallen Lincoln had no way
of knowing the impact in the immediate
aftermath. After the cemetery dedication,
the president, and his entourage, including Johnson, returned to Washington,
D.C. the same way they came — through
Hanover, Hanover Junction and southern York County to Baltimore and finally
to D.C.
On their return trip, the now melancholy Lincoln showed symptoms of
varioloid, a form of smallpox. Lincoln lay
“in a relaxed position with a wet towel
across his head.”
Johnson served as Lincoln’s nurse the
entire way to D.C., with their train not
arriving until midnight.
Unlike the trip to Gettysburg, Lincoln’s
return train did not stop in Hanover or
Hanover Junction for several reasons.
Lincoln was tired, showing effects of the
infection. He was depressed. It also was
getting dark.
As historian Scott Mingus, Sr. states,
“It also was late in the day, and he
had been mingling with crowds all day
before and after giving the short speech,
including going to a church service. He
needed rest.”
After Lincoln returned to the nation’s
capital, he eventually recovered. Soon
after, however, Johnson fell ill. By
January 12, 1864, Johnson was admitted
to a hospital. He died that same month of
smallpox. A good possibility exists that
William contracted the disease from the

16th president.
Whether Lincoln felt guilty for
Johnson’s death at the hands of the virus
is unknown, but Lincoln’s actions after
Johnson’s death show loyalty to, if not
affection for his dutiful aide.
Lincoln paid for the mortgage on the
D.C. house where Johnson’s growing
family lived.
The president also paid off half of
a loan of Johnson’s that Lincoln had
cosigned. The banker canceled the debt’s
other half.
Further, Lincoln paid for Johnson’s
burial expenses. According to credible
historians, but not without a difference
of opinion, William Henry Johnson is
buried in Arlington National Cemetery,
one of the first African-Americans buried
there.
Etched on the tombstone purported to
be Johnson’s is the simple title “Citizen”,
a status that eluded him during his short
lifetime (1835-1864). Granting full U.S.
citizenship to African-Americans, the
14th Amendment was not passed until
1868.
Lincoln was elected to a second presidential term in November, 1864 and
took office in January, 1865. In a planned
assassination, famous actor John Wilkes
Booth shot Lincoln on April 14, Good
Friday. The next morning, Lincoln died
at the age of 56, just days after the
Confederate surrender in Appomattox,
Virginia.
Honoring William H. Johnson through
public art?
No prominent public art or public
signs recognize William Henry Johnson
in York or Adams Counties. It is altogether fitting and proper that we do so.
Perhaps one outdoor storyboard each
at the Hanover library and Hanover
Junction in Seven Valleys are in order?
The old, beautifully restored downtown
Gettysburg train station would be another good candidate.
Let us know your thoughts at
showcasenowmagazine@gmail.com
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Enjoy the day and make it full of art!
Please thank our advertisers for their support of your organization and the other important items you enjoy in these pages. Businesses and
individuals that advertise in ShowcaseNow! make it possible for us to Connect you to the Arts, Culture, Heritage and Tourism in 9 Counties in
southcentral Pennsylvania. This magazine is supported solely by advertising and we deliver to 80,000 active and curious readers every six weeks.
Pass your copy of this publication on to a friend or neighbor and tell them about our web site: Showcasenow.net. Thanks a million for reading!

To Advertise in
ShowcaseNow!
Contact our
representative:
Kelly Summerford
Phone 717-557-9434
Kelly@ShowcaseNow.net
Would you like to sell ads for
ShowcaseNow?
Call 717-889-0844.
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Join us for a day of history, exhibits, good food and more!
Christian Historical Society Open House - September 11, 2021 - 10 AM to 3 PM
The Christiana Historical Society announces its
annual Anniversary Open House on Saturday,
September 11, 2021 from 10 AM to 3 PM, at 11 Green
St. a day when history will come to life in Christiana.
Christiana, PA in southern Lancaster County, was
a major hub in the Underground Railroad and the
site of a major stand against slavery. A little-known
event, which effected the country’s view on enslavement and challenged the newly enacted Fugitive Slave
Act, occurred on September 11, 1851. Mr. Gorsuch,
a slave owner, came from Maryland to Christiana,
PA to retrieve what he deemed to be his property
according to the new law. The African American and
local abolitionist Quaker community took a stand,
by refusing his demands and a confrontation ensued
which ended with the death of the slave owner. 38
were arrested (Blacks and Quakers) and held for trial
in Moyamensing Prison in Philadelphia on the charge
of treason. A team of lawyers, led by Congressman
Thaddeus Stevens of Lancaster, PA, came to their
defense and won.
Come to Christiana to hear the details of this event
and meet the descendants of those African Americans
and Quakers that were involved in the Underground
Railroad as well as those that were arrested and tried.

(caption)

There will be much to see and do:
• Exhibits – an exact replica of the box used by
Henry “Box” Brown in his escape to mail himself
to freedom, private family memorabilia used in the
Resistance and hear stories passed down by the ancestors of those involved.
• Enjoy delicious food prepared by the famous food
truck of A. Lee Brinson;
• Learn about and create your own Victorian mourn-
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ing hair accessory from an exhibit and lecture by Lucy
Cadwallader, a rare historical hair artisan.
• Interact with the 3rd United States Colored Infantry
Reenactors and talk to the men from the Invalid Corps.
Many of the men from the African American community of Christiana enlisted during the Civil War to
further the fight for freedom.
• Participate in a family oriented, walkable Treasure
Hunt collecting clues and puzzle pieces for prizes.
• Book signings of books by authors Harry Kendall
and Joel Moore and much more!
The event will begin at the building, once known as
the Zercher Hotel, 11 Green St. Christiana, PA. 17509 in
which those arrested were held near the neighboring
historic property of William P. Brinton, while waiting
to be transported to Philadelphia for a trial held in
Independence Hall.

For more information contact
Darlene A. Colón, President (and Descendant)
Quamony@aol.com
717-330-8909
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WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU!

Please email your responses to
Showcasenowmagazine@gmail.com
or call us at 717-889-0844.

PERRY

We are Hiring!

CUMBERLAND

ShowcaseNow!
is looking for ambitious people to sell
advertising on commission.
This can be a part time job and the income potential
is almost unlimited. We provide training and leads
and you help us build bridges among the arts,
nonprofits and businesses in nine counties while
you gain invaluable experience in public relations,
networking and sales.

For an interview,
call Mr. Summerford
at 717-889-0844,

FRANKLIN

ADAMS

BERKS

LEBANON
LANCASTER
YORK

CROSSING RIVERS IN NINE COUNTIES
FOR ART, CULTURE AND HERITAGE
This map shows the coverage area of this paper, in hard copy and online, and
invites everyone to take in all the things to “go, see and do!” More than two
million people share cultural, geographical and historical ties in this region and
everyone agrees, it’s the best place in the world to live, work and play!

or for more information send your
resume and a cover letter to Editor:

Kelly@ShowcaseNow.net

Thanks a million for reading!

ENJOY THE DAY
and make it full of art!

Thank Our
Advertisers!
Please thank our advertisers for their support of
your organization and the other important items you
enjoy in these pages. Businesses and individuals that
advertise in ShowcaseNow! make it possible for
us to Connect you to the Arts, Culture, Heritage and
Tourism in 9 Counties in southcentral Pennsylvania.
This magazine is supported solely by advertising and
we deliver to 93,000 active and curious readers.
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Pass your copy of this publication on to a
friend or neighbor and tell them about our
web site: Showcasenow.net.

To Advertise in
ShowcaseNow!
Contact our
representative:
Kelly Summerford
Phone 717-557-9434

E-mail: Kelly@ShowcaseNow.net
Would you like to sell ads for
ShowcaseNow? Call 717-889-0844.
Follow us on

Showcasenow.

In Our

DON’T MISS OUR NEXT ISSUE.

18th
Year!

COMING DECEMBER, 2O21
DEADLINES FOR ADVERTISING, AND EDITORIAL MATERIALS
ARE TWO WEEKS BEFORE THE DATE OF PUBLICATION
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ShowcaseNow! attempts to reflect the diversity of its coverage area and cultural competency in its coverage
of our region. The publication is dedicated to freedom of speech guaranteed by the Constitution of the United
States of America.
All submissions become the property of ShowcaseNow!.
All columns, photographs and paintings are copyrighted by their owners.
Printed in the USA.
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